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**Synopsis:**

Added: Oct 22, 2014 8:25 am

The Naval Research Laboratory has a requirement for 3 each CubeSat Kit Base Plate Assembly - Skeletonized P/N: 710-00294, 3 each CubeSat Kit Rod & Spacer Set - 1U P/N: 711-00839, 2 each CubeSat Kit Development Board P/N: 710-00297, 2 each Pluggable Socketed Processor Module B (PSPM B) P/N: 710-00607, 2 each CubeSat Kit External Power Supply 6-12V P/N: 632-00413, 4 each CubeSat Kit Motherboard (MB) - Non-Stack Through Connector P/N: 710-00484, 4 each CubeSat Kit Pluggable Processor Module B (PPM B) P/N: 710-00487, 3 each CubeSat Kit External Power Supply 5V 4A P/N: 632-00298, 6 each Extended Operating Temperature 2 GB Secure Digital (SD) Card P/N: 634-00456, 6 each CubeSat Kit JFPC-8051 Programming Adapter P/N: 710-00488, 3 each Pumpkin GPSRM 1 Kit - Stack Through Connector P/N: 711-01012, 3 each GPSRM Upgrade P/N: 714-01108. (Microsoft IE required). Additional specifications and opening and closing dates will appear in the RFQ. The proposed contract is 100% set aside for small business concerns. Copies of issued solicitations can only be obtained by downloading them from the Supply and Information Services Division website [http://supply.nrl.navy.mil](http://supply.nrl.navy.mil). This requirement will be available for downloading the 16th day after publication of this synopsis. Prior to this date you will not be able to access this solicitation.
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